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IHSEV TEAM

ANTIMOINE
DESCRIPTION :

Antimoine is a self-adaptive Intelligent User Interface. The purpose is to favor
the understanding of complex information. We developed a model that select
information and which grows in real time according to the analysis of the
behavior of a user. It is mainly applied on cultural heritage but is enough
generic to be applied to any database coupled with ontologies.

AI Challenge :

Real Time User behavior Analysis and Learning, Self-adaptive and
developmental representation of data

AI Keywords :

Meta-Heuristics, Ant Algorithms, Knowledge modelling

Other :

Data representation, virtual environment, recommendation systems, evaluation
of user experience

COLLABORATIONS :

PUBLICATIONS :

Lab-STICC(Coordinateur), LINA (Univ. Nantes, CoDIRE (Univ. de Nantes),
Topic-Topos (enterprise), ANR founding.
Landy Rajaonarivo, Matthieu Courgeon, Eric Maisel, and Pierre De Loor. Inline
Co-Evolution between Users and Information Presentation for Data
Exploration. In 22nd International Conference on Intelligent User Interface,
2017.
Landy Rajaonarivo, Pierre De Loor, Eric Maisel, and Matthieu Courgeon. Using
the enaction paradigm as a basis for database exploration to favor users
sensemaking. In Computational Creativity and Cognition and Ontologie, joint
symposium of the AISB annual convention, Bath, UK, 2017.
Landy Rajaonarivo, Eric Maisel, and Pierre De Loor. An enactive based
realtime 3D self-organization system for the exploration of a cultural heritage
data base. In 20th International Conference Information Visualisation, pages
100-105, Lisbonne, 2016.
Landy Rajaonarivo, Eric Maisel, Pierre De Loor La marche pour chemin : un
principe d'exploration de base de donnees In Journées de Rochebrunes 2016 :
qu'est-ce que la donnée.

SUPERVISIONS :

1 Phd (Landy Rajaonarivo), 1 Postdoc (Mathieu Courgeon)

CONTACT :

Pierre De Loor and Eric Maisel (IHSEV team)

E.C.A I
DESCRIPTION :

ECAI (Enactive and Constructivist Artificial Intelligence) is a basic research
project (TRL1 to TRL4) which aims at developing autonomous agents based on
the enactive and constructivist paradigm of cognitive science. Such an agent
should: a) Construct its own representation of its environment from the learning
of sensorimotor invariants. b) Maintain a dynamical organization of its ‘self’,
that must be able to resist to the disturbances of the environment
In an applicative perspective, this project aims at developing autonomous
systems able to learn their own capabilities to act and to perceive an unknown
environment.
In a fundamental perspective, this project addresses an artificial sense making
from interactions, including interactions with humans.

AI Challenge :

Self construction of representations and action, artificial sense making

AI Keywords :

Recurrent neural networks, Genetic Algorithms, on-line learning, SMA

Other :

Complex systems, Dynamical systems, Artificial Life

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Pierre De Loor, Kristen Manac'h, and Pierre Chevaillier. The memorization of
in-line sensorimotor invariants: toward behavioral ontogeny and enactive
agents. Artificial Life and Robotics, 9(2):127-135, 2014.
Pierre De Loor, Kristen Manac’h, and Jacques Tisseau. Enaction-Based
Artificial Intelligence: Toward Co-evolution with Humans in the Loop. Minds
and Machines, 19(3):319-343, October 2009.
Pierre De Loor, Kristen Manac'h, and Alexandra Fronville. Simulation of
Abstract Autopoietic Machine. In 10th European Conference on Artificial Life,
2009.

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Pierre De Loor (deloor@enib.fr)

INGREDIBLE
DESCRIPTION :

The project aims at developing a prototype of an autonomous virtual agent
capable of real-time dynamic affective bodily communication/coupling with a
human for different contexts (game, training, social relation). The point is that
the graphic realism is not sufficient to guarantee the perception of the presence
of a virtual character and to improve the engagement of the user. The project
defend the hypothesis that the behavioral coupling with humans is also a critical
point. A prototype, based on a real-time analysis of human gesture coupled with
a models that control the movements of a virtual character was evaluated in the
context of sport training.
WEB : http://www.ingredible.fr

AI Challenge :

Real-time gesture analysis, real-time self-adaptation, sensorimotor Turing Test

AI Keywords :

Machine learning, behavioral models,

Other :

Dynamical systems, Co-presence, Evaluation

COLLABORATIONS :

Lab-STICC(Coordinateur), LIMSI, IRISA, Virtualys

PUBLICATIONS :

Elisabetta Bevacqua, Romain Richard, and Pierre De Loor. Believability and
Co-presence in Human-Virtual Character Interaction. IEEE Computer Graphics
and Applications, vol 37, issue 4, pages 17-29, 2017.
C Jost, P De Loor, L Nédélec, E Bevacqua, I Stanković . Real-time gesture
recognition based on motion quality analysis for Interactive Entertainment. in
7th International Conference on Intelligent Technologies for Interactive
Entertainment (INTETAIN), pages 47-56, 2015
Pierre De Loor, Romain Richard, Julien Soler et Elisabetta Bevacqua, Aliveness
metaphor for an evolutive gesture interaction based on coupling between a
human and a virtual agent. ACM, Proceedings of the 29th International
Conference on Computer Animation and Social Agents, pp.147-155, 2016.

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Pierre De Loor (deloor@enib.fr) or Elisabetta Bevacqua (bevacqua@enib.fr)

SAPABS
DESCRIPTION :

The process of modeling and simulating complex phenomena includes a
calibration step, consisting in finding the model parameter's proper value; i.e.
the values that allow the simulation to produce the expected results. In practical
applications, reliable data that may form the basis for a fine-tuning process is
often not available, or the reference system may not be defined with sufficient
preciseness. In complex systems, one may also find interconnected and
interdependent parameters: modifying one parameter typically includes the
modification of other.
This project aims at automatically find the proper values for all the parameters
involved in a simulation, by creating a cooperative Multi-Agent System (MAS).
Each agent represents a parameter and cooperatively finds the correct value to
approach by the simulation the real results provided by users, obtained for
example in-vitro.

AI Challenge :

cooperatively adjusting interdependent, interconnected parameters

AI Keywords :

multi-agent system, cooperation, problem resolution

Other :

interaction

COLLABORATIONS :

Lab-STICC (Coordinator)

PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Jérémy Rivière (IHSEV Team)

SIMBACA
DESCRIPTION :

In this project, beekeepers, experts in bee biology and experts in modelling and
interaction (IHSEV team) collaborate to simulate a colony of bees in a Dadant
hive to evaluate the impact of different factors and beekeeping practices on the
health of the colony. We use an agent-based approach (1) to comprehend the
complexity of the system, where several tens of thousands of honeybees
interact. This approach will also allow users to act locally on the simulation,
viewable in 3D (2). This involves creating a virtual representation of the hive
and integrating visualization and interactions with the colony, which are
realistic, intuitive and ergonomic. The interaction with the simulator has two
different uses: (a) an educational use, to allow new and experienced beekeepers
to learn good beekeeping practices through predefined scenarios and realistic
means of interaction; (b) a scientific use, aimed at biologists, to evaluate
ecological phenomena such as the impact of Varroa destructor or other parasites
or pathogens (Nosema, virus) or anthropogenic factors such as the effects of
pesticides or apicultural practices (e.g. strategies for overwintering colonies and
countering Varroa).

AI Challenge :

model and simulation of complex emergent phenomena

AI Keywords :

agent-based model and simulation

Other :

interaction, visualisation, virtual environment, evaluation of user experience and
learning

COLLABORATIONS :

Lab-STICC (Coordinator), INRA (Abeilles et Environnement [honeybees and
environment] unit), Beekeepers (GDSA29 - Groupement de Défense Sanitaire
Apicole du Finistère)

PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Jérémy Rivière and Vincent Rodin (IHSEV Team)

STRATEGIC
DESCRIPTION :

The purpose of this project is to provide a range of tools, complementing the
traditional Cartographic Information System (CIS), to facilitate and
accelerate the understanding of complex tactical situations. The idea is to
propose, for every military (logistics, engineering, combat, future
manoeuvre ...) or civil (security, victims rescue, evacuation, ...) functional
profile, three complementary tools:
(1) a visualisation of the common operational picture and ongoing actions;
(2) an aid for understanding through an analysis of past events / operational
reports offering an automatic synthesis of history; and
(3) a collaborative tool for manœuvre conception.
It belongs to the ASTRID Maturation programme and whilst some aspects of
the work to carry out are exploratory (more specifically relevant to the narrative
analysis), the overall goal of the project is to reach the demonstrator level (TRL
4).

AI Challenge :

Adapt an existing Knowledge Representation model (action and change) to
assist a narrative analysis from simulation reports.

AI Keywords :

Knowledge Representation, Action and Change, Computational Models of
Narratives

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :

Lab-STICC, MASAgroup

PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :

1 Postdoc (Martin Dieguez)

CONTACT :

Anne-Gwenn Bosser (IHSEV team)

SOMBRERO
DESCRIPTION :

In this ANR project, the goal is to train humanoid robots (Nina and Roméo) i.e.
provide them with sociocommunicative abilities by immersive teleoperation i.e.
"beaming" of human pilots.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

machine learning

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

GIPSA-Lab, LIG, LIP, Aldebaran Robotics
F. Lasson, M. Polceanu, C. Buche , P. De Loor Temporal Deep Belief Network
for Online Human Action Recognition 30th International Florida Artificial
Intelligence Research Society Conference (FLAIRS), pages 80-85, AAAI Press,
2017
M. Polceanu (post-doc)

SUPERVISIONS :

CONTACT :

F. Lasson (Master Thesis)
Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr) / Pierre De Loor (deloor@enib.fr)

Smart Tennis Court
DESCRIPTION :

In this project we develop a modular system able to track players and ball
rebound locations during a tennis match in real time, using a single, fixed
medium resolution camera. The system is designed to run with low cost
equipment; i.e. Raspberry PI camera and average PC for image processing. The
overall goal is to perform a video analysis and processing. The main challenge
represents the use of low-cost systems for determining the statistics of a tennis
game.

AI Challenge :

Real time detection with low cost material

AI Keywords :

Detection, real time

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

ERICSSON, M2S lab, Granit lab (IRISA)
M. Polceanu, A. Petac, H. Ben Lebsir, B. Fiter and C. Buche
Real Time Tennis Match Tracking With Low Cost Equipment
31th International Florida Artificial Intelligence Research Society Conference
(FLAIRS), AAAI Press, 2018.

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr)

MIHO
DESCRIPTION :

AI Challenge :

For video game designers, being able to provide both interesting and humanlike opponents is a definite benefit to the game's entertainment value. The
development of such believable virtual players remains a challenge which has
kept the research community busy for many years. However, evaluation
methods vary widely which can make systems difficult to compare. The
BotPrize competition has provided some highly regarded assessment methods
for comparing NPC believability in a first person shooter game. It involves
humans judging virtual agents competing for the most believable bot title. In
this paper, we describe a system allowing us to partly automate such a
competition, a novel evaluation protocol based on a early version of the
BotPrize, and an analysis of the data we collected regarding human judges
during a national event. We observed that the best judges were those who play
video games the most often, especially games involving combat, and are used to
playing against virtual players, strangers and physically present players. This
result is a starting point for the design of a new generic and rigorous protocol
for the evaluation of bots' believability in first person shooter games.
Behavior assement

AI Keywords :

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

VIRTUALYS, GeNeura Lab (Spain)
C. Even, A-G Bosser and C Buche. Analysis of the Protocols Used to Assess
Virtual Players in Multi-player Computer Games. 14th International WorkConference on Artificial Neural Networks (IWANN 2017) , pages 657-668,
LNCS, 2017.

SUPERVISIONS :

C. Even (PhD)

CONTACT :

Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr) / Anne-Gwenn Bosser (bosser@enib.fr)

HYPERION
DESCRIPTION :

In this project, our aim is to test and optimize various solutions that are
developed with the help of machine learning and vision algorithms in order to
detect objects. The application is designed for NAO robots not only to
differentiate his teammates from his opponents, but also to localize them. The
presented methods need to be optimized so that the code can run on the NAO
robot, the detection process must use less than 5% of its CPU and in the same
time not exceed 20 ms/cycle. The challenge is to find a balance between the fast
algorithms and a good performance.

AI Challenge :

Detection time with low cost material

AI Keywords :

Vision, object detection, real time, Embedded AI, machine learning

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :

University of Miami (USA)

PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :

A. Petac (Master Thesis)

CONTACT :

Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr) / Fabrice Harrouet (harrouet@enib.fr)

PREDICT
DESCRIPTION :

We propose a clinical decision support based on machine learning approach to
detect the type and the severity of haemophilia using thrombograms.
Thrombograms are temporal series that represent the evolution of the rate of
thrombin during a hemorrhage. This project is funded by the society
Diagnostica Stago.

AI Challenge :

Detect diseases

AI Keywords :

Temporal series, classification, clinical decision support, machine learning

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :

Diagnostica Stago

PUBLICATIONS :
F. Lasson (PhD)
SUPERVISIONS :

CONTACT :

A. Delamarre (Master Thesis)
Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr)

CHAMELEON
DESCRIPTION :

This work is the subject of a partnership with the society Virtualys. It focuses
on the acquisition of behavior by imitation of human behavior in virtual
environments such as video games. The principle of learning is based on the
fact that a user participates in the simulations, according to a principle of
substitution, taking control of an entity and identifying with it. The controlled
entity can then learn behaviors that are better adapted to its environment from
the human. Unlike conventional approaches, the learning is not guided by
criteria related to the performance of the entity (such as scores). It is
conditioned by its believability in approaching "human standards". This project
is applied to video games that seek to immerse players in simulations that aim
to be as real as possible, through simulated complex environments. Researchers
can thus overcome some technical difficulties (rendering, physics, management,
network, etc..) and focus on the implementation of behavior. In addition, video
games are intended for humans, they offer a real challenge for the entities in
terms of behavioral believability. Also, they provide a community of experts in
these environments in the presence of human players, allowing to obtain critical
relevant on the entity believability.

AI Challenge :

Real time behavioral learning

AI Keywords :

Video game, behavior, imitation, machine learning

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :

Virtualys

PUBLICATIONS :

J. Soler, F. Tence, L. Gaubert and Buche C. Data Clustering and Similarity.
In Proceedings of the Twenty-Sixth International Florida Artificial
IntelligenceResearch Society Conference ,pages 492-495. AAAI, 2013.
F. Tence, L. Gaubert, J. Soler, P. De Loor, and C. Buche. CHAMELEON:
Online Learning for Believable Behaviors based on Humans Imitation in
Computer Games. Computer Animation and Virtual Worlds (CAVW),
24(5):477-495, 2013.
F. Tence, L. Gaubert, J. Soler, P. De Loor, and C. Buche. Stable Growing Neural
Gas: a Topology Learning Algorithm based on Player Tracking in Video Games.
Applied Soft Computing,13(10):4174-4184, 2013.
F. Tence (Master Thesis)

SUPERVISIONS :

F. Tence (PhD Thesis)
J. Soler (PhD Thesis)

CONTACT :

Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr)

ORPHEUS
DESCRIPTION :

In this work, we take inspiration from cognitive science, specifically from how
humans perform mental simulation to anticipate events in the world around
them, with the aim of obtaining an autonomous agent that makes decisions and
adapts itself to novel situations. The mental simulation paradigm enjoys
significant interest from the cognitive science community, but computational
approaches to mental simulation rely on specialized simulators for a given task
and thus are limited to specific scenarios. Our contribution is a generic agent
architecture (ORPHEUS) which supports decision-making based on the
simulation of functional models of the world ahead of time, inspired from how
humans imagine the outer world and the outcomes of their actions based on the
state of the real environment.
ORPHEUS applications: Angry Birds , Orphy the cat , NAO robot goalkeeper

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

M. Polceanu and C. Buche Computational mental simulation: a review.
Computer
Animation
and
Virtual
Worlds
(CAVW)
2016.
C. Buche , N. Le Bigot and M. Polceanu. Simulation within Simulation for
Agent Decision-Making: Theoretical Foundations from Cognitive Science to
Operational Computer Model Cognitive Systems Research,
40:46-58, 2016.
M. Polceanu and C. Buche. Towards A Theory-Of-Mind-Inspired Generic
Decision-Making Framework International Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (IJCAI), Symposium on AI in Angry Birds, arXiv preprint
arXiv:1405.5048, 2014

SUPERVISIONS :

M. Polceanu (PhD Thesis)

CONTACT :

Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr)

PEGASE
DESCRIPTION :

We incorporate an adaptive and generic intelligent tutoring system (ITS) within
a virtual environment to provide educational assistance to the learner and
pedagogical assistance to the teacher. Our study highlights the need for abstract
representation, which must be independent of the task at hand, modifiable for
pedagogical decision-making, and connected to the representation of a 3D
universe. Our proposal is a multi-agent system for analyzing the action carried
out by the learner using an informed virtual environment. The system highlights
a set of information, called the pedagogical situation, considered relevant for
making pedagogical decisions. Our study then focuses on a pedagogical agent.
It suggests that the trainer should be assisted by the pedagogical situation.
Abstraction provides concrete assistance linked to the field, the exercise, and
the virtual environment. The behavioral model of the pedagogical agent is based
on a hierarchical classifiers system. Thanks to this model, the agent adapts to
the trainer-learner pair, modifying its pedagogical behavior by means of an
artificial learning mechanism based on reinforcement provided by the trainer.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :

Diagnostica Stago.

PUBLICATIONS :

C. Hoareau, R. Querrec, C. Buche and F. Ganier. Evaluation of internal and
external validity of a virtual environment for learning a long procedure.
International Journal of Human-Computer Interaction (IJHCI) , 2017
C. Buche and R. Querrec. An expert system manipulating knowledge to help
human learners into virtual environment. Expert Systems With Applications
(ESWA), 38(7):8446-8457, 2011

SUPERVISIONS :

G. Faudet (Master Thesis) / T.H. Trinh (Master Thesis) / Y. Cardin (Master
Thesis)
F. Le Corre (PhD Thesis) / Y. Cardin (PhD Thesis)

CONTACT :

Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr)

Port Modelisation
DESCRIPTION :

The main goal of the project aims at understanding the scientific and
technological evolution of ports (Brest in France, Mar del Plata and Rosario in
Argentina) in the contemporary era with a methodological approach considering
the port as a Large Technological System. The aim is to build and validate new
methods in digital humanities both for The history of science and technology
(HST) and for development of the scientific, technological and industrial
heritage applied to ports. From a computer perspective, our methods are based
on knowledge engineering, ontologies and semantic web. The current
contributions of our research work are: i) A metamodel called ANYARTEFACT for HST periodization dedicated to all types of artefacts ; B) A port
periodization model, called HST-PORT ; ii) A reference ontology called Port
History Ontology (PHO) whose classes, properties and structures are "derived"
from the HST-PORT model. The latter is based on the CIDOC-CRM ontology,
the OWL-Time ontology and the WGS84-pos ontology for geolocation.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Ontology, Ontology design methodology, Linked Data, Semantic Web,
Knowledge Engineering

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Bruno Rohou, Sylvain Laubé, Serge Garlatti. The Port History Ontology.
ADBIS 2017 : 21st European Conference on Advances in Databases and
Information Systems, Sep 2017, Nicosia, Cyprus. Springer International
Publishing, Proceedings ADBIS 2017 : 21st European Conference on Advances
in Databases and Information Systems, 767, pp.363 - 372, 2017,
Olivier Bruneau, Serge Garlatti, Muriel Guedj, Sylvain Laubé, Jean Lieber.
SemanticHPST: Applying Semantic Web Principles and Technologies to the
History and Philosophy of Science and Technology. Gandon, Fabien;
Zimmermann, Antoine; Faron-Zucker, Catherine; Breslin, John; Villata, Serena;
Guéret, Christophe. The Semantic Web: ESWC 2015 Satellite Events , May
2015, Portoroz, Slovenia. Springer International Publishing, 9341, pp.416-427,
2015, Lecture Notes in Computer Science.

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Serge Garlatti, serge.garlatti@imt-atlantique.fr

Lab in Virtuo
DESCRIPTION :

In the project that we propose, we consider that 3D reconstruction constitute an
innovative collaborative working environments (in virtuo laboratories) when we
associate them with: 1) A semantic web-based digital corpus and ontologies
(one of them is an extension of CIDOC-CRM) and a model of human activity in
science and technology history (ANY-ARTEFACT) developed at the Center F.
Viète; 2) An intelligent virtual environment in virtual reality and augmented
reality shared on distant sites where it is possible to collect data, to work in
virtuo in a collaborative and participatory science approach, to document and
finally to address research work in an innovative way to through interactive
mediations for different types of audiences. Thus in the in virtuo lab, unlike
existing work, users can modify in a collaborative way the environment but
also its model.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Ontology, Linked Data, Semantic Web, Knowledge Engineering, Virtual
Reality, Virtuo Laboratories, Collaborative Working, Virtuo Laboratories

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Sylvain Laubé, Ronan Querrec, Serge Garlatti. Modélisation des connaissances
en histoire des sciences et des techniques : problématiques en cours. L'exemple
du pont tournant de Brest. Matinée d'études "Données pour l'histoire", 2016

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Serge Garlatti,
querrec@enib.fr

serge.garlatti@imt-atlantique.fr

and

Ronan

Querrec,

Hubble
DESCRIPTION :

The HUBBLE (HUman oBservatory Based on anaLysis of e-LEarning traces)
project proposes the creation of an observatory for the construction and sharing
of analysis processes of traces of massive on-line courses. Our observatory will
give the actors of such courses (e.g. teachers, researchers, designers, students,
administrators and policy makers) the possibility to analyze and explain the
teaching and learning phenomena occurring within e-learning environments.
The analysis processes we build will therefore accompany actors’ decision
making, but will also guide researchers and other actors in the elaboration of
analytical const ructs, models and indicators. The HUBBLE project will be
based on a platform that allows for the construction, sharing and management
of analysis processes concerning the traces that are available in the observatory.
In such a context, we consider it crucial to address the ethical concerns of
stocking and analyzing traces.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Learning Analytics, Supervised Machine Learning, Massive Open Online
Courses; Learners Drop-out, Prediction Model, Random Forest, Gradient
Boosting, Decision Trees, Logistic Regression, K Nearest Neighbors.

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Serge Garlatti, serge.garlatti@imt-atlantique.fr

SEDALA
DESCRIPTION :

We all know that a person will have many different jobs during his/her life.
Lifelong Learning is becoming a central asset, beginning during initial training
at university, but currently there is a lack of appropriate tools and methods
combining self-reflective learning support and social interactions. Selfregulated learning methods, learner models and trust are key issues to support
lifelong learning. The mastering of self-regulated learning methods is enhanced
by digital tools, as the willingness to develop digital literacy prove it. Learner
models designed to develop such instrumentation lack a real collaboration
between learning process support needs and new opportunities provided by data
availability. Current support thanks to reflexive instrumentation is still very
basic, related to short term or specific data. Trust in tools is becoming a central
concern in digital society, especially when personal data are handled, as it is the
case in learning. When trust is ensured, new innovative services may be
designed that empower people and change their usage. Self-regulated learning
process, learner models, and trust are hence tightly coupled. A holistic approach
is needed to propose more effective self-regulated learning process, taking
advantage of relevant services based on more expressive learner models, whose
acceptability is enhanced by trust in collaboration. Consequently, the main goal
of the multidisciplinary project Sedela, is to design, develop, experiment and
evaluate an improved model of Self-Regulated Learning Process, supported by
Semantic Open Learner Models, Trusted collaborative services and an
experimental infrastructure, in a lifelong learning and trusted perspective.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Autonomy, self directed learning, Semantic Learner Models, Ontology,
Semantic Data Management, Usage control, Trusted Services, Cosy-Cloud

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Nour El Mawas, Jean-Marie Gilliot, Serge Garlatti, Patricia Serrano-Alvarado,
Hala Skaf-Molli, et al.. Towards a Self-Regulated Learning in a Lifelong
Learning Perspective. CSEDU 2017 : 9th International Conference on
Computer Supported Education - Special Session Lifelong Learning , Apr 2017,
Porto, Portugal. Proceedings CSEDU 2017 : 9th International Conference on
Computer Supported Education - Special Session Lifelong Learning 1, pp.661 670, 2017,

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Jean Marie Gilliot, jm.gilliot@imt-atlantique.fr

SMART-SENSING
DESCRIPTION :

The Smartsensing project addresses the e-textile or smart fabric market. These
are textiles that meet high technical and qualitative requirements (mechanical,
electronic, thermal, durability) to adapt to a technical function and its
environment. The joint OGC and W3C standard SOSA/SSN ontology describes
sensors, observations, sampling, and actuation. The W3C Thing Description
ontology under development in the W3C WoT working group describes things
and their interaction patterns. We are interested in combining these two
ontologies for modeling Smart-Sensors. Along with basic sensors, a SmartSensor contains a micro-controller that can run different algorithms adapted to
the context and a communicating system that exposes the Smart-Sensor on
some network. For example, a smart accelerometer can be used to measure
cycling cadence, step numbers or a variety of other things. The SOSA/SSN
ontology is only able to model partially the adaptation capabilities of SmartSensors to different contexts. Thus, we design an SOSA/SSN extension, called
the Semantic Smart Sensor Network (S3N) ontology. S3N answers several
competency questions such as how to adapt the Smart-Sensor to the current
context of use, that is to say selecting the algorithms to provide the right sensors
outputs and the micro-controller capabilities.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

SSN Ontology, Smart-Sensor , Smart Sensor Networks, Ontology modeling,
Context adaptation, Semantic Web, Sport,

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Issam RebaÏ, Maha Khemaja, Jamel Feki. Ontologie modulaire pour la
fabrication et l'exploitation de vêtements intelligents dédiés au sport, 28es
Journées francophones d'Ingénierie des Connaissances IC 2017, Jul 2017, Caen,
France. pp.139-144, 〈https://pfia2017.greyc.fr/ic/presentation〉

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Issam Rebai, Issam.Rebai@imt-atlantique.fr

SAGITTAIRE
DESCRIPTION :

To create credible human-robot interaction, robots must have the ability to
exhibit non-verbal behavior similar to human. However, human interactions are
too complex to be implemented as behavior patterns. In SAGITTAIRE project
(Sociocommunicative Abilities by Gesture Improvement Through Temporal
Active Interaction in Robotic Environments), we will create application for
Robocup@home. The project aims to develop interaction skills of robot. Neural
networks allow to use big data such as videos and can be train with
unsupervised learning. Unsupervised learning means that representation of
environment and knowledges will be learned by the network without human
help. Previous approaches will be used to model the 3 parts of robotic agents :
perception, decision and action. Robot should perceive human behavior and
choose the appropriate behavior. The defined action to do must be generated. To
perform, each part will be trained with corresponding data.

AI Challenge :

Generation of non-verbal behavior in real-time and with an unsupervised
learning

AI Keywords :

Machine learning

Other :

Human-Robot Interaction

COLLABORATIONS :

Lab-STICC (Coordinator)

PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :

A. Legeleux (Master Thesis)

CONTACT :

M. Polceanu (polceanu@enib.fr), C. Buche (buche@enib.fr), P. De Loor
(deloor@enib.fr)

INCIDENT
DESCRIPTION :

We propose to design a system that can detect and classify plant diseases from
leaf images taken under the uncontrolled environment. The system (INCIDENT
- INtelligent Coffee gradIng anD disEase ideNtificaTion) should classify
diseases from images taken from any device under the natural environment.
Convolutional neural network is used to design the system. The challenge here
is to obtain high classification accuracy from the images taken in the wild.

AI Challenge :

Detect and classify plant diseases

AI Keywords :

classification, machine learning

Other :

Feature Extraction

Classification

COLLABORATIONS :

Jimma Institute of Technology, Ethiopia

PUBLICATIONS :

S. Wallelign, M. Polceanu, C. Buche. Soybean Plant Disease Identification
Using Convolutional Neural Network. 31 st International Florida Artificial
Intelligence Research Society Conference (FLAIRS-31), 2018

SUPERVISIONS :

S. Wallelign (PhD)

CONTACT :

Cédric Buche (buche@enib.fr)

KERAAL
DESCRIPTION :

Low back pain is a leading cause disabling people. It particularly affects the
elderly, whose proportion in European societies keeps rising, incurring growing
concern about healthcare. Assistive technology in general and assistive robotics
in particular may help to address the increasing need for healthcare. In
particular, it can help people with musculoskeletal conditions that need keeping
mobility of joints and increase of muscle force and coordination. In this context,
we propose to develop a robot coach for rehabilitation exercises. The goal is to
increase the time patients spend exercising, by alleviating the lack of time a
physiotherapist can spend monitoring a patient. With this perspective, our
project will develop a robot coach capable of demonstrating rehabilitation
exercises to patients, watch a patient carry out the exercise and give him
feedback so as to improve his performance and encourage him. Our consortium
made up of roboticists and doctors will address both the technological and the
medical aspects of this project.

AI Challenge :

intelligent tutoring system, motion analysis, HRI.

AI Keywords :

robot coach, humanoid robot, movement analysis, Gaussian Mixture Model,
tutoring system

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :

PUBLICATIONS :

This project requires expertise multiple disciplines. In robotics, the expertise
includes robotic hardware, human-robot interaction and robotic learning. The
project also relies heavily on rehabilitation expertise. This is why it involves 3
partners who each bring in their expertise: IMT Atlantique, Generation Robots
and CHRU Brest.
DEVANNE Maxime and NGUYEN Sao Mai. Multi-Level Motion Analysis for
Physical Exercises Assessment in Kinaesthetic Rehabilitation. In IEEE-RAS
17th International Conference on Humanoid Robotics (Humanoids), 2017.
Maxime Devanne, Sao Mai Nguyen, Olivier Remy-Neris, Beatrice Le GalesGarnett, Gilles Kermarrec, and Andre Thepaut, A co-design approach for a
rehabilitation robot coach for physical rehabilitation based on the error
classification of motion errors , IEEE IRC workshop on Collaboration of
Humans, Agents, Robots, Machines and Sensors. 2018

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Mai NUGYEN (mai.nguyen@imt-atlantique.fr)

MOCS TEAM

IAO
DESCRIPTION :

The project aims to develop efficient solutions of power management for
autonomous self-powered systems including sensors, computing,
communications and energy harvesting parts. The complexity of embedded
systems for the Internet of Things is continuously growing, so the power
management of such autonomous systems cannot be based on a priori and fixed
power/performance/QoS models anymore. The system must learn and build
online such models and to decide autonomously a policy that meets the user
requirements in terms of response time, life duration and accuracy. Our
approach is based on Reinforcement Learning for the management of embedded
systems parameters (sensor sampling rate, processor frequency and voltage,
wireless communication rate) and neuron networks for elaborating production
models. The target objects are autonomous buoys for maritime applications (e.g.
environment monitoring, hazard alert).

AI Challenge :

Embedded System Design for Automatic Online Learning Methods

AI Keywords :

Reinforcement Learning, Neuron Networks, Embedded System Design

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Tallin University (Estonia)
Yohann Rioual, Johann Laurent, Eric Senn and Jean-Philippe Diguet,
Reinforcement Learning Strategies for Energy Management in Low Power IoT,
Int. Conference on Computational Science and Computational Intelligence
(CSCI), Dec. 2017, Las Vegas, USA.

SUPERVISIONS :

1 Phd (Yohann Rioual)

CONTACT :

Johann Laurent, Eric Senn (UBS), J-Philippe Diguet (CNRS), MOCS team.

EIA
DESCRIPTION :

The project aims to provide autonomous vehicles with intelligence implemented
in embedded systems by means of self-adaptive system on chip. It addresses the
implementation of online diagnostic and health management, the approach is
based on Bayesian Networks. The Mission management is implemented with
models based on hybrid Markov Decision Processes. The objectif is to
maximise the probability to complete mission objectives according to
constraints and random mission events (security, energy, response-time, QoS).
The projet is also based on the development of specific design method for
efficient implementation on reconfigurable circuits.

AI Challenge :

Embedded Intelligence

AI Keywords :

Bayesian Networks, Decision, Reinforcement Learning

Other :

Self-Adaptive Circuits, FPGA

COLLABORATIONS :

QUT (Brisbane Australia), USP/ICMC (Sao Carlos, Brazil)

PUBLICATIONS :

S. Zermani, C. Dezan, C. Hireche, R. Euler, J-Ph. Diguet, Embedded context
aware diagnosis for a UAV SoC platform, Microprocessors and Microsystems
(MICPRO) Journal, Vol. 51, pp. 185 - 197, 2017
C. Hireche, C. Dezan and J-Ph. Diguet, Online Diagnosis Updates for
Embedded Health Management, 6th Mediterranean Conf. on Embedded
Computing (MECO’17), Montenegro, June 2017.
S. Zermani, C. Dezan, H. Chenini, J-Ph. Diguet, R. Euler. FPGA
Implementation of Bayesian Network Inference for an Embedded Diagnosis,
IEEE Conf. on Prognostics and Health Management (PHM), Jun 2015
S. Zermani, C. Dezan, J-Ph. Diguet, R. Euler. Bayesian Network-Based
Framework for the Design of Reconfigurable Health Management Monitors.
NASA/ESA Conf. on Adaptive Hardware and Systems (AHS), Montreal, June.
2015.

SUPERVISIONS :

4 PhD, S. Zermani (2014/17), C. Hireche (2015/18)

CONTACT :

J-Ph. Diguet (CNRS, MOCS Team), C. Dezan (UBO, MOCS Team)

IMPRESSING
DESCRIPTION :

The goal of this research is to integrate models of human preferences into the
automated control of UAVs. The model that we propose contains two parts, the
first is an online execution and the second is an offline one, where the
preferences of the operator are learnt from simulations. We propose a multilevel model of the drone’s decisions, which makes use of Multi-Criteria
Decision Aiding techniques. This model can be embedded onboard for the
UAV’s controller in order to respect the UAV mission constraints in terms of the
performance, QoS and energy consumption.

AI Challenge :

Human preference and Learning for aerial autonomous mission, Embedded
System Design for Automatic Online Learning Methods

AI Keywords :

Decision, Supervised learning, Reinforcement Learning, Learning for robots,
Human Sensors Preference

Other :

ES Keywords: Embedded System Design, High level synthesis (HLS), FPGASoC

COLLABORATIONS :

Bristol University (UK)

PUBLICATIONS :

A. Khannoussi, C. Dezan and P.Meyer. Framework to Generate and Validate
Embedded Decision Trees with Missing Data. In JRWRTC : 10th Junior
Researcher Work. on Real-Time Computing, Oct. 2016.
A. Khannoussi, P. Meyer, C. Dezan and J-Ph. Diguet. Integrating human
preferences in automated decisions of unmanned aerial vehicles. 86th Meeting
of the European Working Group “Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding” , 2017

SUPERVISIONS :

1 Phd (Arwa Khannoussi)

CONTACT :

Catherine Dezan (UBO, MOCS team), Jean-Philippe Diguet (CNRS,
MOCSteam), Patrick Meyer (IMTA, DECIDE team)

MN3
DESCRIPTION :

In this projet we consider Network on Chip (NoC) and Non Volatile Memories
(NVM) to efficiently implement associative memories. Such applications are
dominated by memory transfers. A NoC allows to parallelize memory accesses
and NVMs (STT-MRAM) can be switched off when unused.

AI Challenge :

Energy Efficient Associative Memories

AI Keywords :

Neuron Networks, Associative Memories

Other :

ES Keywords: Embedded System Design, Self-Adaptive Circuits, MemoryBased computing

COLLABORATIONS :

Tohoku University (Japan), Lebanese University (Lebanon)

PUBLICATIONS :

M. Rizk, J-Ph. Diguet, N. Onizawa, A. Baghdadi, M-J. Sepulveda, Y. Akgul, V.
Gripon, T. Hanyu, NoC-MRAM Architecture for Memory-Based Computing:
database-search case study, 15th IEEE International NEWCAS Conf.,
Strasbourg, France, June 2017.

SUPERVISIONS :

1 Phd (Khaled Alhaj-Ali)

CONTACT :

Amer Baghdadi (IMTA, IAS Team), J-Philippe Diguet (CNRS), MOCS team.

FALCON
DESCRIPTION :

The "Falcon" project aims to provide a solution for the isolation of hardware
resources in a Cloud environment allowing their resale between companies in a
peer-to-peer mode. The contractualization between the various stakeholders can
be carried out through the block chain in a decentralized way.

AI Challenge :

Storage system I/O performance (and more generally hardware resource)
modeling and usage prediction through machine learning algorithms.

AI Keywords :

Storage system I/O performance (and more generally hardware resource)
modeling and usage prediction through machine learning algorithms.

Other :

Storage systems, SSD, memory, I/O interference

COLLABORATIONS :

IRT b<>com

PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :

1PhD (Jean-Emile Dartois, 1st year in 2017).

CONTACT :

Jalil Boukhobza MOCS team (boukhobza@univ-brest.fr)

TOMS TEAM

AI4GeoDyn
DESCRIPTION :

The general objective of this project is to explore and exploit the potential of the
large-scale data streams from space and numerical simulations for the analysis,
forecasting and reconstruction of ocean and atmosphere dynamics. From a
methodological point of view, this project investigates different data-driven and
learning-based framework, e.g., analog models, neural networks as well as
sparsity-based approaches, with an emphasis on the synergy between such
learning-based
and
data-driven
schemes
and
physicallys-sound
parameterizations and/or priors . Among the considered issues, we may cite the
forecasting of chaotic systems, data-driven assimilation schemes, the
reconstruction of geophysical dynamics from partial and noisy observations.
Space oceanography , especially the reconstruction of sea surface geophysical
tracers such temperature, current, wind, is a key application field.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :

PUBLICATIONS :

CNES, France / Ifremer, France / LOPS (UMR CNRS), Brest,France / INRIA
Rennes, France / IMEDEA, Mallorque, Spain / IGE, Grenoble, France /
MARBEC (UMR CNRS), Montpellier, France / ODL (Ocean Data Lab,
SME),France / CLS (Collecte, Localisation,Satellite) France / Eodyn (SME),
France / ACRI-ST (SME), France / FEM (France Energies Marines),France
R. Lguensat, P. Tandeo, P. Aillot, R. Fablet. The Analog Data Assimilation.
Monthly Weather bReview, 2017.
R. Fablet, P. Viet, R. Lguensat. Data-driven Methods for Spatio-Temporal
Interpolation of Sea Surface Temperature Images. IEEE Trans. on
Computational Imaging, 2017.
L. He-Guelton, R. Fablet, B. Chapron, J. Tournadre. Learning-based Emulation
of Sea Surface Wind Fields from Numerical Model Outputs and SAR Data.
IEEE JSTARS, 2016.
R. Fablet, S. Ouala, C. Herzet. Bilinear residual Neural Network for the
identification
and
forecasting
of
dynamical
systems,
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.07003 , 2017.
Tandeo, P., Chapron, B., Ba, S., Autret, E., & Fablet, R. (2014). Segmentation of
mesoscale ocean surface dynamics using satellite SST and SSH observations.
IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing , 52 (7), 4227-4235.

SUPERVISIONS :

Redouane Lguensat, PhD, 2014-2017 / Manuel Lopez Radcenco, PhD, 2015- /
Said Ouala, PhD, 2017-2020 / Chen Wang, PhD, 2016-2019 / Paul Platzer, PhD,
2017-2020

CONTACT :

Lucas Drumetz, Ronan Fablet, René Garello, Pierre Tandeo (TOMS Team)

PIM TEAM

IISYEO
DESCRIPTION :

AI Challenge :

In general, the work carried out within the team is oriented towards both
modeling and electromagnetic simulation and also towards the extraction and
exploitation of information derived from radar and satellite signals or from
other sensors (taking into account the environment). They aim in particular to
integrate more "intelligence" in the systems of acquisition and exploitation of
observations from a radar type observation system or geo-location of the GPS
type.
In this approach, which is based, in particular, on the exploitation of data for the
aid of detection, localization, tracking and automatic recognition of targets or
characterization of the environment, by integrating the physical aspects, the
focus is on process development consisting of several processing and / or
knowledge extraction bricks incorporating automatic processing, merging and
decision support techniques to reduce the involvement of the human operator.
As an illustration, a modular architecture is realized and the taking into account
of real signals / data allowed a better control of the quality of the produced data
and to facilitate the validation of the function of semi-automatic recognition of
the used radar targets and processed. The overall methodology adopted could be
schematized by the three figures below (a typical example of application would
be the problem of "automatic recognition of targets").

AI Keywords :

Radar data, Fuzzy logic, ISAR image, Image Indexation, data mining, Image
mining and KDD, Classification, machine learning, deep learning, autoencoder,
Knowledge management, data fusion.

Other :

Radar, electronic warfare, detection, location, tracking, classification, automatic
target recognition, remote sensing, ...

COLLABORATIONS :

DGA, Thales, Safran, Airbus defence and Space, Diades Marine, …
Publications and significant communications (111)

PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :

PhD theses supported in relation to the problematic of characterization and
automatic recognition of radar targets (17)

CONTACT :

Ali Khenchaf (PIM team) et M. Toumi, J.C. Cexus (TOMS team)

PRASYS TEAM

Machine learning for adaptive control of AUV
DESCRIPTION :

The main objective of this project is to develop new approaches for guidance
and control of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV). The control of an
autonomous vehicle requires the tuning of a command law. Most of the
regulators used in this domain are PIDs (Proportional, Integral, Derived).
Despite a great ease of tuning and formal proofs of performance, PIDs quickly
reach their limits when requirements in terms of accuracy, modularity and
adaptability increase, as in applications in complex, uncertain and fluctuating
environments.
Besides, new machine learning approaches make it possible, from observations,
to learn and adapt to new data. In particular, they represent an interesting
potential for their performance and for their ability to learn from a large set of
data recorded by a dynamic system.
This project aims to develop new hybrid methods based on the advantages of
control theory and machine learning.
Combining advantages of both approaches:

AI Challenge :

•

stability, safety and theoretic proof of performance for the classical
automation approach

•

learning capacity and flexibility of machine learning algorithms in
complex, uncertain and dynamic environments

AI Keywords :

Underwater robot, recurrent neural networks for dynamic temporal systems,
reinforcement learning, deep learning.

Other :

control law, PID

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :
SUPERVISIONS :

1 on-going PhD thesis (Yoann SOLA) co-funded by DGA and Région Bretagne
(SAMM program)

CONTACT :

Benoît Clément, Gilles Le Chenadec, Jordan Ninin (PRASYS team)

Seafloor classification and segmentation
DESCRIPTION :

The main objective of this project is to exploit the data recorded by sidescan
sonars in order to predict the seafloor type, location and extent. Sonar images
have some inner characteristics. Among these characteristics, some are known
to fool a learned classification/segmentation system: the Speckle phenomenom
and statistics dependant to the complex relation between the sonar system
distance, the seafloor properties and the acoustic waves characteristics.
Moreover, supervised datasets are rarely available in this field.
Various past and present works encompasses extraction and information studies
based on acoustical models or others (statistics, Fourier and wavelet
coefficients, scattering operator) and various classifier learning schemes. Ongoing studies are currently looking at new approaches based on deep learning,
unsupervised learning and physical understanding.

AI Challenge :

Invariant features for seafloor sonar images, understanding physical features.

AI Keywords :

machine learning, deep learning, image processing, image classification, CNN,
semantic segmentation, unsupervised learning

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

DGA TN, SHOM, IFREMER, iXblue
G. LeChenadec, J. M. Boucher, et X. Lurton, « Angular Dependence of
-Distributed Sonar Data », IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote
Sensing, vol. 45 (5), mai 2007.
N.-E. Lasmar, A. Baussard, and G. LeChenadec, « Asymmetric power
distribution model of wavelet subbands for texture classification », Pattern
Recognition Letters, vol. 52, 2015.
T.-K. Nguyen, D. Charlot, J.-M. Boucher, G. L. Chenadec, et R. Fablet,
« Seabed Classification using a steerable Multibeam Eco Sounder », présenté à
OCEANS 2016 MTS/IEEE international conference, 2016.
I. Karoui, R. Fablet, J.-M. Boucher, et J.-M. Augustin, « Seabed Segmentation
Using Optimized Statistics of Sonar Textures », IEEE Transactions on
Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 47, 2009.
H.-G. Nguyen, R. Fablet, A. Ehrold, et J.-M. Boucher, « Keypoint-Based
Analysis of Sonar Images: Application to Seabed Recognition », IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 50, 2012.

SUPERVISIONS :

PhD theses, post-doc positions

CONTACT :

Gilles Le Chenadec (PRASYS team), Alexandre Baussard, Ronan Fablet
(TOMS team)

Obstacle detection and tracking
DESCRIPTION :

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are expected to perform survey
missions in both known and unknown environments. While the primary mission
of an AUV is usually data collection, another key task is to ensure its safety. For
this, the AUV can be equipped with a forward-looking sonar (FLS) by which it
is able to sense the environment at a certain distance in the direction of travel.
The main objective is to determine whether it is faced with an obstacle, to avoid
a collision that could damage the vehicle. After an initial detection, the AUV
first has to track the object to confirm the existence of an obstacle and obtain
information about it. This project focuses on the tracking of detected objects in
the water column or any other object (fixed or moving) at the sea surface
through a sequence of FLS images. Robustness relies on the integration in the
process of accurate navigational data (Inertial Navigation Unit and Doppler
velocity log). The considered sea surface obstacles are man-made objects:
buoys, boats, ships (motorboats or sailboats). Their acoustic signature varies
according to their type and state (fixed or moving) and requires a specific
detection and clustering procedure. In the water column, the threat consists of
tethered mines, pillars or cliffs that can be detected by using a simple goodnessof-fit test. Multitarget tracking is performed by unscented Kalman filtering.
Obstacle characterization and classification can also be carried out. The
objective is twofold: first, to discard benign obstacles such as a harmless school
of fish in the water column or a wake at the sea surface, and second, to induce
an appropriate avoidance maneuver.

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Autonomous underwater vehicles, multitarget tracking, obstacle avoidance

Other :

process modeling

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

DGA TN, SHOM, IFREMER, iXblue
I. Karoui, I. Quidu and M. Legris, « Acoustic obstacle detection for safe AUV
surfacing”, 2nd Underwater Acoustics Conference, Island of Rhodes, 2014.
I. Karoui, I. Quidu and M. Legris, « Automatic spatial clustering and tracking of
sea surface obstacles in Forward Looking Sonar sequences”, 3rd Underwater
Acoustics Conference, 2015.
I. Karoui, I. Quidu and M. Legris, « Automatic sea surface obstacle detection
and tracking in Forward Looking Sonar image sequences”, IEEE Transactions
on Geoscience and Remote Sensing (TGRS), Vol. 53, no 8, 2015.

SUPERVISIONS :

1 Post-Doc (Imen Karoui)

CONTACT :

Isabelle Quidu (isabelle.quidu@ensta-bretagne.fr), PRASYS team

IAS TEAM

Interpretability of Deep Learning
DESCRIPTION :

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

The fundamental question of understanding the functioning of Deep Learning is
a very active field of research. Many research groups have proposed their
explanation for the performance of these systems, while others have proposed
solutions to visualize inner layers activities.
The Br.A.IN. team has recently started a research activity on the field, with the
following motivations:
•

Characterizing the role of each intermediate representations in deep
learning architectures,

•

Providing a nonsupervised way of detecting overfitting,

•

Proposing automatic choices of hyperparameters,

•

Visualizing key factors that amount to the decision of a deep learning
architecture, specially in the domain of

•

brain signals.

Deep Learning, Graph Signal Processing, Visualization

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Vincent Gripon, Antonio Ortega, and Benjamin Girault. An inside look at deep
neural networks using graph signal processing. In Proceedings of ITA, February
2018.

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Nicolas Farrugia / Vincent Gripon

Incremental and Budget-Constrained Deep Learning
DESCRIPTION :

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Being able to learn new examples or new categories on the fly is a key question
in many application domains. Since. Deep Learning relies heavily on stochastic
gradient descent, it is subject to catastrophic forgetting.
The Br.A.IN. team is working on methods that provides the following
properties:
•

An ability to learn new data providing additional information or new
classes,

•

An ability to reach a classification accuracy comparable to state-of-art
nonincremental counterparts,

•

An ability to preserve previous knowledge without needing to access
previously seen data,

•

Small computational power and memory footprints compared to
existing counterparts.

•

The team is also interested in hardware implementations of these
solutions.

Deep Learning, Incremental Learning

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Ghouthi Boukli Hacene, Vincent Gripon, Nicolas Farrugia, Matthieu Arzel, and
Michel Jezequel. Incremental learning on chip. In GlobalSip, 2017.
Ghouthi Boukli Hacene, Vincent Gripon, Nicolas Farrugia, Matthieu Arzel, and
Michel Jezequel. Budget restricted incremental learning with pre-trained
convolutional neural networks and binary associative memories.In SIPS , 2017.

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Nicolas Farrugia / Vincent Gripon

Graph Convolutional Neural Networks
DESCRIPTION :

AI Challenge :

AI Keywords :

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been able to surpass traditional
machine learning methods in various image based tasks. This is possible as they
exploit the learning capabilities of deep neural networks while also taking
advantage of the intrinsic regular 2D structure of the data. But when data lacks
regular structure, there is no natural notion of convolutions, stride/pooling or
data augmentation. Such irregularities occur in various domains covering social
networks to neuroscience, internet of things, citation graphs, point cloud
manifolds. . . The question of developing solutions that are counterparts of
CNNs in irregular domains has recently been a very active field of research.
We proposed a new methodology that extends classical convolutional neural
networks to irregular domains represented by a graph. The methodology scales
linearly well with the order of the graph. Moreover, training can be performed
using existing libraries for deep learning. We performed experiments and
showed that our method is able to match performance of classical convolutional
neural networks on images without explicit knowledge about the underlying
regular 2D structure. It also significantly outperforms existing extended
convolutional neural networks alternatives based on graphs. We also
demonstrated the ability of the proposed methods to adapt to slightly irregular
domains by performing experiments on a neuroimage dataset.
Deep Learning, Graph Signal Processing

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Nicolas Grelier, Bastien Pasdeloup, Jean-Charles Vialatte, and Vincent Gripon.
Neighborhood-preserving translations on graphs. In Proceedings of GlobalSIP,
pages 410–414, October 2016.
Bastien Pasdeloup, Vincent Gripon, Grégoire Mercier, Dominique Pastor, and
Michael Rabbat. Characterization and inference of graph diffusion processes
from observations of stationary signals. IEEE Transactions on Signal and
Information Processing over Networks, 2017. To appear.
[3] Carlos Eduardo Rosar Kos Lassance, Jean-Charles Vialatte, and Vincent
Gripon. Matching convolutional neural networks without priors about data. In
Proceedings of Data Science Workshop, 2018. Submitted to

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Vincent Gripon

Binary Associative Memories
DESCRIPTION :

Associative memories are devices that are able to store then retrieve pieces of
information from part of their content. Interesting models propose a trade-off
between accuracy and computational and memory footprints. The team has
specialized in binary associative memories that are among the most competitive
models existing as of today.
Today the Br.A.IN. team is mostly interested in:

AI Challenge :

1. Mathematical analysis of the performance of associative memories,
2. Application to time series and sequences,
3. Combinations of associative memories with (deep) learning,
4. Hardware implementations for search engines.
AI Keywords :

Associative Memories, Binary Neural Networks

Other :

COLLABORATIONS :
PUBLICATIONS :

Vincent Gripon, Judith Heusel, Matthias Löwe, and Franck Vermet. A
comparative study of sparse associative memories.Journal of Statistical Physics,
164:105–129, 2016
Bartosz Boguslawski, Vincent Gripon, Fabrice Seguin, and Frédéric Heitzmann.
Twin neurons for efficient realworld data distribution in networks of neural
cliques. applications in power management in electronic circuits. IEEE
Transactions on Neural Networks and Learning Systems, 27(2):375–387, 2016.
Xiaoran Jiang, Vincent Gripon, Claude Berrou, and Michael Rabbat. Storing
sequences in binary tournamentbased neural networks. IEEE Transactions on
Neural Networks and Learning Systems, 27(5):913–925, 2016.
Hooman Jarollahi, Vincent Gripon, Naoya Onizawa, and Warren J. Gross.
Algorithm and architecture for a low-power content-addressable memory based
on sparse-clustered networks. Transactions on Very Large Scale Integration
Systems, 27(2):375–387, 2016.

SUPERVISIONS :
CONTACT :

Claude Berrou / Vincent Gripon

